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At the nano-scale the physical properties of nanoparticles do not necessarily follow the 
rules of Newtonian physics. For this reason, the behavior of these nano-scale particles 
must be studied. In this project, we studied the electric properties of AlSb/InAs/AlSb 
quantum wells, including a phenomenon called the “Rashba” effect. We used this effect 
to predict a new mechanism that produces a finite magnetic moment. To understand the 
more complicated processes involved in charged finite quantum wells, we began with a 
basic study of the fundamental properties of two-dimensional infinite and finite 
quantum wells. We then applied our knowledge in a comparison of those properties 
with the more realistic properties of charged finite AlSb/InAs/AlSb quantum wells.  
Electron behavior in charged finite quantum wells was studied for two cases. In the first 
case, doping one side of the well and creating an asymmetric well produced a Rashba 
spin-splitting effect with the electrons in motion and induced a magnetic field. This effect 
was seen as each electron within a pair moved in opposite directions of either parallel or 
anti-parallel to the magnetic field. One electron would have a higher energy than the 
actual sub band energy level and the other would have a lower energy until they switched. 
Under the same circumstances, but with an applied magnetic field, the Zeeman 
spin-splitting effect would be seen with the electrons not in motion. This effect was seen 
in a very similar way except that the electrons did not switch energy levels. The second 
case observed was with a symmetric well in which an external magnetic field was 
applied. However, in this case, the Rashba spin-splitting among electrons in motion 
induces a Zeeman-like spin-splitting effect in which the electrons to not switch energy 
levels. The next stage of the project included a series of detailed calculations and 
simulations via c programming that resulted in finite values for the spin-splitting 
energies of electrons within these latter wells. Our resulting calculations demonstrated 
that the g-factor produced by this Rashba spin-splitting effect was greatly enhanced in 
comparison with typical semiconductors. Given the two ways of manipulating the spin 
of electrons, our project demonstrates that the Rashba effect, which is typically used in 
manipulating spin with an electric field, may also be used in manipulating spin with a 
magnetic field. In this case, it produces much greater results, as shown by the g-factor, 
than usual semiconductors. 



• The  graph of the Fermi surfaces under no applied magnetic 
field has 3 concentric circles.

• Under large applied magnetic fields, the shape of the 
surfaces became contorted. The surfaces still remained 
distinct. The densities remained  relatively the same 
(approx.                      ). Thus, Fermi energies did not need 
to be adjusted for calculations under small magnetic fields 
since total carrier density was assumed to be the same.

• Spin-splitting energy (∆), induced by the Rashba effect, is 
calculated as a function of the external magnetic field.

• The delta values were converted to g-factor  values 
according to:

• The resulting g-factor values are highly enhanced (approx. 
600) from typical bulk semiconductor values (|g| < 50).
Conclusion
• The Rashba effect in symmetric charged finite quantum 

wells  was shown to produce measureable magnetic 
moments. Although paramagnets are usually too small to 
measure, the results of these simulations show, with large g-
factor values, that the Rashba effect allows for the magnetic 
moment to be directly measured. Such measurements will 
facilitate future control of spin in the field of Spintronics.
• Objectives for future research are simulating g-factor values 

for wells of different magnitudes and testing the results of 
this research through physical experimentation.

Introduction
•The field of Spintronics depends upon the 

control of electron spin. Through study of 
the Rashba effect we hope to learn more 
about spin-orbit interaction and eventually 
increase the capacity to control spin.
Purpose
•  To examine this “Zeeman-like” spin-

splitting effect quantitatively as a function of 
the external magnetic field.
Details
• InAs/AlSb samples demonstrate strong 

Rashba effects,  thus we used 
AlSb/InAs/AlSb charged quantum wells 
(40nm  thick) to determine the 
characteristics of the “Rashba” spin-splitting 
effect.

• After a magnetic field is applied 
perpendicular to both the electric field and 
momentum, a Lorentz force results among 
the moving electrons sending them either up 
or down.

• The Lorentz force is described by:

• The resulting electron density in the charged 
finite quantum well follows the pattern 
shown in the image below, where at the 
center, the electric field is equal to zero.

• As a result of the Lorentz force, electrons 
experience an induced Rashba-magnetic 
field:

• The resulting spin-splitting among the 
moving electrons (the Rashba spin-splitting)  
resembles the Zeeman spin-splitting. 
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Spin-splitting energy as a function of magnetic field
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Fermi surfaces under no magnetic field
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